IN OUR OWN BACKYARD
By Gary Werner, CF

R

esiding Long Islanders have available a jean pool of top
shelf Farriers. They are resourceful, creative, diligent, and
humorous. Constantly pursuing a higher attainment in continuous education in Farrier Sciences. These craftsmen tend to
our beloved horses Podiatry requirements.
The LI spectrum of our equine population is a burst of
athletes. Thourghbred Racing, Jumpers, Western, Polo to Carriage Driving enthusiasts. As all athletes they are as resilient
up to their weakest link. The horse’s hooves are forced into a
repetitive life of action. Standing, movement to break over,
landing, and loading always moving forward. We as passengers have to factor in that the hoof has blind faith in where it
travels, the speed we hopefully regulate, and terrain. Hoof
problems occur over a long duration of time or within a second. The results may be mild to catastrophic. Hoof problems
may require more than conventional care. Let’s list some of
those scenarios.
• A section of hoof wall could have been violently torn away
• White line disease resulting in loss of the hoofwall support
structure
• Preventative maintenance restoration
• Shelly wall, making it impossible to affix a horseshoe
• Asymmetry
• Owner was ill-advised by a barefoot trimmer and her pony is
laid up as wear has exceeded new growth. Negative rejuvenation
• Hoof wall integrity is poor
• Concussive injuries
• Trauma injuries
• Dehydrated, overly hydrated

• Cracks, vertical
traverse, horizontal
• Hoof wall distortion
A revolutionary repair product
today assists farriers to these insurmountable problems; generically
r e fe r r e d t o a s
acrylic adhesive or
epoxy-polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA). This wonder
complex compound distributed,
manufactured by
Equinox International, Minn.
Acrylic has the
replication properties of a natural
hoof. It can be
molded to the
hoof ’s natural
form and even
nailed thru ﬁrmly
attaching a conventional shoe.
Equilox International is synonymous to the farrier when
acrylic adhesives are in need. Equilox has been applied to
Olympic equestrian mounts, world class race horses and to our
existing LI equine population. Above is the author, farrier Gary Werner.

Another Quilt and a Blast From the Past! By Diana M. Berthold

M

any of you already know that I combine ribbon awards and photographs with special memories to create quilts and pillow heirlooms as a result of my career as a
fashion designer and love for horses. This summer, Renee Ennis, Berkeley Heights, New
Jersey, commissioned me to create a quilt and pillows as gifts for her daughter, Lauren,
who will be leaving for college in just a few weeks.
In our initial conversation, Renee told me about her daughter and her ribbon collection. After she had taken the ribbons down and redecorated Lauren’s room she saw my
work in a magazine. She showed it to her daughter’s trainer, Mary Ann Brando-Plotka,
who gave ME my ﬁrst riding lesson. WOW, THAT WAS A BLAST FROM THE PAST!
Mary Ann told her that I was a designer and horsewoman who created a line of 25 reversible vests and appliquéd saddle pads to dress up her drill team 30 years ago and was the person to contact with out a doubt!
Mary Ann, like every young person in a barn, had a favorite horse who they considered their own, and she was no different.
Her’s was “Morgan” the Morgan horse. Not very creative, but we never questioned it, only Ann Gribbons did when I later bought him
for myself and moved him to Knoll Farm where I knew that I could ride evenings in their indoor after my commute from New York
City. We really had great times riding in the drill team and stopping afterwards at the diner, roller skating, and bowling. I had a darkroom and constantly took pictures of everyone at the barn.
When I saw Mary Ann at the Hampton Classic a few years ago, she invited me to come and visit her barn so I decided to deliver
this quilt to Renee at Mary Ann’s Camelot Farms in Wantage, New Jersey on Saturday, July 26, 2008. Her 90 acre full service farm is
absolutely beautiful and kept meticulously. I met Mary Ann’s husband, Rick, Renee and two of her children (unfortunately, Lauren
was out of town) and another client, Robin and her son. I always send e-mail photos of completed work before it is shipped or picked
up (my work has been shipped nationally and internationally) so it is a rewarding moment to see the personal reaction to my work.
Most mothers get a little teary eyed as all the memories ﬂash back instantly when they lay eyes on all the ribbons sewn into the ﬁnished
quilt and Renee was not any different. Lauren’s quilt ﬁnished at 53” square in a combination of 40 blocks of sewn ribbons, 8 resized
transferred photographs, an embroidered center square with her name and her horses names; “Shades of Blue” – AKA – “Basil” who
is now ridden by her sister, Alexa and “Royal Suitor” – AKA – “Floyd”, who was recently sold, was ﬁnished with navy bridal satin
backing, binding, pocket to hang, and an embroidered message from her family. Each of her two pillows were created using some of
her reserve and championship ribbons, a resized photograph, and topped off with a rosette stitched on the top left corner. One rosette
was actually the one worn on the horse in the photograph. They also were ﬁnished with navy bridal satin.
In June Carolyn Calogero came to pick up a quilt and pillows that were created as graduation gifts for her daughter. It was a
pleasure to meet Jennifer and her trainer, Leslie Woodward, at Old Field in July. Jennifer’s quilt was featured in June’s Horse Directory along with another quilt I created for Deboral-Ambrust-Kuhn which was also featured in the ELIQG quilt.
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